ARISTOTLE’S RESPONSE TO THE
ISSUE OF AKRASIA IN PLATO’S
PROTAGORAS
This paper explores Aristotle’s conception of akrasia, i.e acting contrary to what you know is right thing to do in a
given situation. In Plato’s Protagoras, Socrates famously argues that this is impossible. If you know what the right
thing to do is, you do it. Aristotle, on the other hand, wants to construct an account of how akrasia is possible. In
section 1 of the paper, I go through Socrates’ argument against the possibility of akrasia. In section 2, I consider
Aristotle’s response to these arguments, and attempt to reconstruct his conception of akrasia in the Nicomachean
Ethics Book VII 3. Section 3 asks the question of whether this account reduces akrasia to ignorance, considering
the distinction between “drunk-akrasia” and “clear-eyed akrasia”. I argue that Aristotle’s notion of akrasia in VII 3
is not compatible with clear-eyed akrasia. Section 4 explores Devin Henry’s (2002) attempt to find room for cleareyed akrasia in the Nicomachean Ethics, before arguing that this account is problematic. I conclude that Aristotle
is bound to the Socratic thesis that no person with clear and unqualified knowledge of what is good will ever act
against this knowledge.
By Sverre Hertzberg
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n Plato’s Protagoras, Socrates famously denies that
someone with knowledge of what is good will ever
act against this knowledge, claiming that “if someone
were to know what is good and bad, then he would not
be forced by anything to act otherwise than knowledge
dictates” (352c).1 He is thus denying the possibility of
the phenomenon the ancient Greeks called akrasia2
(in Greek: ἀκρασία), i.e. a person acting against his
knowledge of what he should do in a given situation,
due to being “overcome by pleasure [to hedon hetto]”
(354e). He concludes that what people call “being
overcome by pleasure” is actually “ignorance in the
highest degree” (357e). Aristotle, on the other hand,
wants to save this phenomenon. In Book VII 3 of the
Nicomachean Ethics (NE), he attempts to create an account of how akrasia is possible, responding directly
to Socrates. In the preceding book, he has already demonstrated how the intellectual virtue of practical intelligence (phronēsis) is linked with the virtues of character such as courage and temperance. Phronesis involves, among other things, knowledge of what is truly
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valuable in life as a whole. Does it follow from this unity
that all cases of wrongdoing are ultimately a product of
ignorance in Aristotle as well?3 Aristotle is himself aware of
this problem, and formulates a direct response to Socrates’
puzzle. By distinguishing on the one hand between having
knowledge without using it and actively using it, and on
the other, between perceptual knowledge of particulars and
knowledge of universals, he seems to make room for akrasia. However, in the conclusion of his answer, he seems to
admit that Socrates was right all along, at least to some
extent, claiming that “the result Socrates was looking for
would seem to come about” (1147b). This has given rise
to an interesting scholarly debate, where some hold that
Aristotle’s account of akrasia reduces it to ignorance, while
others argue that his account is sound. This has led scholars
to distinguish between genuine, or clear-eyed, akrasia, i.e.
when someone has unclouded and unqualified knowledge
of what is right, yet still intentionally acts against it, and
what Devin Henry (2002) calls “drunk-akrasia,” i.e. when
someone usually knows what is right, but only has qualified knowledge in the moment of action.
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In this paper I want to consider how Aristotle answers
the Socratic problem of akrasia, and to what extent he believes akrasia is possible. In the first part of the paper, I
will give a summary of the arguments in the Protagoras,
reconstructing Socrates’ main claims. Then, I will consider
Aristotle’s response and alternative account. I will argue,
drawing on Amelie Rorty (1980) and W.D. Ross (1962),
that the account given in Book VII 3 seems to reduce akrasia to ignorance, making it unable to account for genuine
akrasia. I will move on to another possible solution, suggested by Devin Henry (2002), namely that we must look
to Book X in order to find room for akrasia. However, I
will argue that this account is unsatisfactory, and that there
is no room for genuine akrasia in Aristotle’s ethical works.
In the end, I will attempt to demonstrate how Aristotle’s
unity of phronesis and the virtues of character leads to the
impossibility of genuine akrasia, as no phronimos will ever
possess this character trait.
1. The Problem of Akrasia in the Protagoras
As mentioned in the introduction, Socrates explicitly denies the possibility of akrasia in the Protagoras. Plato actually never uses the word akrasia, but speaks rather of “being overcome by pleasure [to hedonon hetto]” (354e). In
several dialogues, Socrates argues that virtue is knowledge,
and the Protagoras is no exception. In it, Socrates and
Protagoras agree that pleasure is a good, and Socrates manages to convince Protagoras that if this is the case, then
our salvation in life depends on being able to know what
course of action will give us the most pleasure. It is thus
knowledge, or what he calls the “art of measurement”, that
is the highest good.4 However, he claims that most people
do not think that knowledge is as powerful as he does,
so that “while knowledge is often present in a man, what
rules him is not knowledge but rather anything else – sometimes anger, sometimes pleasure, sometimes pain, at
other times love, often fear; they think of his knowledge as
being utterly dragged around by all these other things like
a slave.” (352b-c). Socrates believes the opposite case to be
true, claiming that “knowledge is a fine thing capable of
ruling a person, and if someone were to know what is good
and bad, then he would not be forced by anything to act
otherwise than knowledge dictates” (352c). In fact, earlier
in the dialogue, he says with confidence that “I am pretty
sure that none of the wise men thinks that any human being willingly makes a mistake or willingly does anything
wrong or bad” (345e).
He concludes that being overcome by pleasure is “ignorance in the highest degree” (357e). Thus, the person
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who truly knows that drinking five beers is harmful, will
not drink the fifth beer, no matter how much he is tempted by pleasure. And if he ends up drinking it, it will only
reflect his ignorance, and not be a case of pleasure’s triumph over reason. According to Socrates, knowledge is
too powerful to be the slave of pleasure. As I will attempt
to show in next section, Aristotle will end up denying this,
arguing that pleasure can, in some cases, cause people to
act against their knowledge. Let us now consider his account of akrasia and how he responds to Socrates.
2. Aristotle on Akrasia and his Response to Socrates
2.1 Akrasia and the Socratic Problem
According to Aristotle, akrasia is one of the three things
having to do with character that we must avoid, the two
others being vice and self-control (enkrateia). Akrasia is
thus not something that occurs in a person sporadically,
but rather a stable character trait. The worst of the three
is of course vice, understood as an excess or deficiency of
character. The vicious person does the wrong thing knowingly and with pleasure. After vice comes akrasia, which
Aristotle understands as a disposition towards acting
against reason due to some emotion or feeling (pathos): “A
person who lacks self-control, knowing that the actions he
is doing are base, does them because of feeling” (1145b).5
This part is more or less inherited from Socrates, as we
recognize the idea from the previous section. The opposite of akrasia and the least blameworthy of the traits we
should avoid is enkrateia, often translated as self-control.
The encratic person does the right thing, but undergoes a
conflict of desires in the process. His desires are base, but
he is capable of acting against them “because of his reason”
(1145b). As the encratic person does the right thing, he is
not as bad as the acratic person: “both self-control and resilience seem to be excellent things and praiseworthy ones
whereas lack of self-control and softness seem to be base
as well as blameworthy” (1145b). Enkrateia is also linked
with people who stand by their rational calculation, but it
is to be avoided still, as the best man has a harmony between reason and emotion.
Early in Book VII, Aristotle lists a number of puzzles
concerning akrasia, setting out to solve the most difficult
ones. Among these is the Socratic idea that no one act
against what they know is best for them. Aristotle wishes
to solve the puzzles raised by Socrates about akrasia, which
he summarizes in the following passage:
Some people would certainly deny that he can
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have scientific knowledge [epistēmē], for it would
be terrible, as Socrates used to think, for scientific
knowledge to be in someone but controlled by something else and dragged around like a slave. For
Socrates used wholly to combat this account, on
the supposition that there is no such thing as lack
of self-control [akrasia]. For no one, while supposing that he is doing so, acts contrary to what is
best but acts that way only because of ignorance.
(1145b)
We recognize these formulations from the Protagoras,
so we can with confidence say that he is attributing this
position to Socrates as he is represented in this dialogue.
Aristotle thinks this argument “certainly contradicts what
plainly appears to be the case” (1145b), and wants to find
a way to present a better theory of how akrasia is possible.
He states, about the acratic person, that “before he is affected, at any rate, it is evident that an agent who lacks
self-control does not think that he should do the action”
(1145b). Thus, it must be a way that the agent is affected
that leads to his ignorance. Aristotle wants to argue that
it is possible to have knowledge of what is good and act
contrary to that knowledge, because of some emotional
reaction. Let us now consider his own account of how
akrasia occurs.
2.2 Aristotle’s Response to Socrates
Aristotle’s solution to this problem consists of making a
number of distinctions that allow him to make conceptual
room for akrasia. By introducing these epistemological categories and distinctions, he creates a theory of knowledge
that is less absolute than what we find in Socrates, where
knowing seems to be completely unqualified. According
to Socrates, you either know or you don’t, whereas in
Aristotle’s theory, knowledge comes in degrees. First, he
introduces two different ways of knowing:
But since we speak of knowing scientifically in two
ways (since both the person who has but is not
using his scientific knowledge and the one who is
using it are said to know scientifically), there will
be a difference between having knowledge of and
not actively contemplating and having knowledge of and actively contemplating the actions
we should not do (for this is what seems bizarre,
although not if we are not actively contemplating
them). (1147a)
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Aristotle is here distinguishing between having knowledge
and actively using it. For example, world chess champion
Magnus Carlsen knows how to play chess brilliantly, both
when he is playing, and when he is resting or engaged in
another activity. This distinction relates to Aristotle’s theory of actuality (energeia) and potentiality (dunamis), presented in the Metaphysics Θ.6 Acquiring moral knowledge
and the capacity to exercise it properly, means that you
have knowledge as a first-actuality (entelekheia hê prôtê).
In other words, you have the potential to engage with the
world morally. On the other hand, there is the agent who
has this potential and is currently exercising it, with complete access to the relevant moral knowledge. This seems
to be an acceptable distinction. Aristotle is only claiming
that there is a difference between knowing something and
being actively engaged in something you know.
Furthermore, he claims that it is possible for a man
to act against his knowledge, as long as “he makes use of
the universal one but not of the particular one, since here
the particulars are what is doable in action” (1147a). He
is here referring to two ways of presenting premises, universal and particular. There is thus a second distinction
introduced, between knowledge of particulars and knowledge of universals. Regarding knowledge of universals,
we can distinguish further between knowledge directed
at the agent and knowledge directed at the thing itself:
“for example, that dry foods are advantageous for all human beings and that he himself is a human being or that
this sort of food is dry” (1147a). He goes on to claim that
what is lacking in acratic behavior is knowledge directed at
the thing itself (this food is dry), so that “this is what the
agent either does not have or is not activating” (1147a).
The acratic agent does not lose access to the fact that he is
a human being, nor that dry foods are advantageous to all
human beings. But rather, he loses access to his knowledge
of the particular object of pleasure. Aristotle is here referring to his idea of practical syllogism, found primarily in
De motu animalum. A practical syllogism is an argument
where “the conclusion drawn from the two premises become the action” (701a9). He demonstrates how this works
through some examples:
For example, when you conceive that every man
ought to walk and you yourself are a man, you immediately walk; or if you conceive that on a particular occasion no man ought to walk, and you
yourself are a man, you immediately remain at
rest. In both instances action follows unless there
is some hindrance or compulsion … The action
Sverre hertzberg
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results from the beginning of the train of thought.
(701a9)
On this description, practical syllogisms consist of a major
premise of something universal, a minor premise of something particular, followed by an immediate action. Aristotle
uses this division to make a case for akrasia, as it is possible
for someone to have knowledge of a universal premise (all
poisonous plants are harmful to men), but not being able
to make the practical inference to the particular premises
(this plant is poisonous). By this distinction, akrasia seems
to be a failure to complete a practical syllogism. To illustrate this, Aristotle provides us with an example:
For example, if everything sweet should be tasted
and this (as one of the particulars) is sweet, it is necessary for someone who is able and not prevented
to do this at once. So when one universal premise
is in the agent preventing taste, as well as another
(that everything sweet is pleasant) and this is sweet
(and this one is active) and there happens to be an
appetite in him, the one premise says, “Avoid this!”
but the appetite leads him on (since each of the
parts can move), the result is that from reason, in
a way, and from belief he acts without self-control.
(1147a28-b3)
This passage is quite confusing. Aristotle seems to be
presenting two syllogisms that have conflicting conclusions. The first one being that (i) everything sweet should
be tasted, followed by (ii) this is sweet, leading to (iii) the
act of tasting. On the other hand, you have the syllogism
where there is a universal premise in the agent preventing
taste, which is not spelled out for us. But let us suppose
that it goes like this; (i) sweet things are bad for humans’
health, (ii) this is sweet, which of course leads to the conclusion (iii) “avoid this”. This conflicted person ends up
tasting the sweet thing, because of his appetite. However,
it is not irrational as such, as it follows logically from the
inference, but it is a form of akrasia.
The next step in his argument is to further distinguish
between two ways of knowing potentially: “For among
those who have but are not using it we see a difference
in the having of the state, so that someone both has it
in a way and does not have it – for example, if he is sleeping, mad or tipsy” (1147a). These are all ways people
can have knowledge, without actively using it. I still know,
potentially, that Oslo is the capital of Norway, even when
I sleep, go mad or drink alcohol. This is, as we shall see,
24
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comparable to people who lack self-control: “But surely
this is the way people who are indeed in the grip of their
feelings are disposed. For spirited feelings, sexual appetites, and some things of this sort clearly alter the condition
of the body as well and some people even produce states
of madness. Clearly, then, we should say that people who
lack self-control have scientific knowledge [epistēmē] in a
way similar to these people” (1147a). Here, Aristotle is
introducing us to the idea that feelings can lead people
to lose access to what they usually know. We thus have an
explanation for why acratic people fail to complete practical syllogisms. To illustrate this point, let us return to
the example of Magnus Carlsen. If he is playing a game of
chess, his emotions might interact with his knowledge of
which move is the best. He might be affected by feelings
such as anger, jealousy, lust etc. Similarly, people lacking
self-control do not really have access to the knowledge that
“indulging in this pleasure is bad” at the time of acting,
even if they generally know this to be true.
We have seen that potential knowledge can occur in
two different ways. First of all, it can occur in people who
are not engaged actively in the knowledge domain at a
specific time, e.g. a mathematician being consumed by
another activity, so that he does not use the knowledge
in that exact moment, but would be able to do so if the
situation required it. This is what was introduced by the
first distinction. On the other hand we have someone who
is affected by something which leads to a temporary loss of
access to their knowledge, e.g. a drunken mathematician
unable to count the money to pay for his drink, due to being affected by alcohol. The latter is the type we find in the
second distinction, and is what Aristotle uses to explain
the akrates. In other words, the akratic person has the
knowledge potentially, but lacks access to it due to being
overcome by pleasure. His emotions have the same effect
on his ability to act correctly, just as the alcohol prevents
the mathematician to properly count.
At this point, Aristotle thinks we have done enough
groundwork to allow for the possibility of akrasia. First
of all, it is possible to have knowledge without actually
using it, at a certain moment. This can happen in two
ways: either by not exercising the knowledge or by being
affected by something external to the extent that you lose
access to what you know (this could be alcohol, jealousy,
etc.). The latter, of course, is the kind we find in acratic
behavior. Secondly, he claims that we can have knowledge
of particulars and universals. It is possible for an agent to
know something universal, but still act against it due to
a failure of completing a practical syllogism. What fails,
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according to Aristotle, is his particular knowledge of the
object of pleasure. This person will not be able to act on
his knowledge, but knows nonetheless.
There is an issue of how one should understand the
relation between these distinctions; do they describe two
different forms of akrasia? Or do they, together, form one
notion of how akratic behavior occurs? Scholars seem to
disagree here. Some take the distinction between actual
and potential knowledge to be the most important, while
others take the distinction between particular and universal knowledge to be the key passage.7 My reading is that
they can be understood as two steps in a single process.
Akrasia starts with a person who generally knows what is
good for him, universally, and who has the ability to apply
this knowledge in particular instances through practical
syllogisms. However, due to some emotional deficiency in
his character, this person becomes affected in a way that
makes him lose his access to the knowledge of what is
good for him, temporarily. This, in turn, leads to a failure
to complete a practical syllogism, thus causing him to act
contrary to what he usually knows is good. Let’s illustrate
this with an example: A married man with the knowledge
that adultery is wrong meets someone that drives his desires to a point where he goes mad. His emotional state
causes him to lose access to his knowledge that “sleeping
with this woman means committing adultery”. He is thus
not able to apply the knowledge to this particular situation. Consequently, he knows that adultery is wrong, but
commits it nonetheless. However, although this is one way
of reading VII 3, Aristotle later on distinguishes between
two types of akrasia:
One type of lack of self-control is impetuosity,
another is weakness. For some people, though they
have deliberated, do not stand by the results of
their deliberations because of what they are feeling,
whereas others, because they have not deliberated,
are led on by what they are feeling. (1150b)
It is difficult to understand if the account in VII 3 is an
instance of impetuosity or weakness, or both. As deliberation is a central part of this account, it seems plausible
to claim that this account corresponds more to weakness.
But I also believe that Aristotle has done enough conceptual work to allow for impetuosity as well. We only need
to appeal to the distinction between active and potential knowledge in order to see how this form of akrasia
can occur. People might be so “led on by what they are
feeling”, that they don’t even deliberate and just do the
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wrong thing, contrary to what they usually know to be the
best course of action. Now, from the account of akrasia in
VII 3, Aristotle claims it follows that it is possible to both
know and not know at the same time. And this is how he
solves the Socratic paradox. In conclusion, he writes that:
Since the final premise both is a belief about something perceptible, however, and controls the action,
either an agent who lacks self-control does not have
this or he has it in such a way as not to have scientific knowledge of it but, rather, to talk the talk, like
a tipsy person with the verse of Empedocles. And
because the last term is not universal and does not
seem to be scientifically knowable in the way the
universal is, even the result Socrates was looking
for would seem to come about. For neither is it full
scientific knowledge that seems to be actively present when this way of being affected comes about,
nor is it what is dragged around because of feeling
but, rather, the perceptual sort. (1147b)
This passage needs to be explained further. The first point,
I take it, is that the final premise of a practical syllogism
is a particular premise about something perceptible. This
is what the acratic agent lacks when deciding a course of
action, either completely, or in the way drunken people
temporarily loose access to what they usually know. This
should all be familiar by now. The second point, however,
is new to us. The claim is that particulars are not knowable in the same way as universals, and Aristotle draws
a distinction between these two modes of knowing, and
the objects of knowledge with which they are concerned.
While universal truths are grasped by the intellectual faculty Aristotle calls epistēmē, perceptual knowledge of particulars is grasped by practical intelligence. Thus, as akrasia occurs due to a failure of grasping the particular in a
situation, it is not episteme that is being dragged around
like a slave. This marks a distinction between Aristotle and
Socrates, as Socrates speaks of epistēmē when discussing
akrasia.
Let us stop for a second here. Aristotle clearly stated
that Socrates’ view was contrary to appearances, and expressed a wish to create an alternative account where akrasia was an actually occurring phenomenon. However, in
this passage he seems to admit that Socrates was right, at
least to some extent. It seems, on Aristotle’s account, that
it is not possible for someone who is actively engaged in
knowledge of something universal, who applies it in a particular instance through a practical syllogism, to ever act
Sverre hertzberg
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against this knowledge. This has led some scholars to argue
that Aristotle is not able to create an account of genuine
akrasia, as he seems to reduce it to some form of ignorance.
3. Akrasia or Ignorance?
On Aristotle’s account, it seems like akrasia will never
appear in a person with full knowledge. However, there
are some important differences between Socrates’ and
Aristotle’s account of akrasia, which are important to note.
In the paper “Weakness of Will”, David Wiggins sums it
up in the following way:
Aristotle does not think that akrasia is an unusable term. He merely redescribes the phenomenon.
Socrates would appear to have thought the term itself was unusable and irremediably confused. Both
think the phenomenon that goes under this name
has to do with culpable ignorance: but the nature
of the ignorance is different. For Socrates the ignorance is typically general in character; whereas
for Aristotle the ignorance is of something particular, something here and now. Both believe in the
interpenetration of knowledge with virtue, and in
some form of the thesis of the unity of virtue. But
what Aristotle believes is weaker, and permits him
far greater theoretical freedom in the separate but
interdependent characterizations of the individual
virtues. (Wiggins 1980:264)
As we can see, Aristotle’s account of akrasia is not the same
as the one given by Socrates. They do, however, share some
features. The reason why Aristotle seems to agree with
Socrates, I would argue, is that on his account no one with
active knowledge of both the universal and the particular
will ever be able to act against this knowledge, as the result
of a practical syllogism is an action. Moreover, their accounts differ, as Socrates uses the term epistēmē when speaking of knowledge and akrasia, whereas Aristotle thinks
that it is a failure of perceptual knowledge of particulars
that leads to akrasia. What Aristotle does, and successfully
so, is to create a more nuanced theory of knowledge. As
opposed to Socrates, who seems to hold that knowledge
is something you either have or don’t, Aristotle is open to
the possibility of knowledge being qualified. You can have
partial knowledge, inactive knowledge, universal knowledge etc. These distinctions allow him to be open to the
apparent contradiction that a person can both know and
not know at the same time.
At this point, we should ask ourselves if Aristotle’s ac26
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count describes the same phenomenon as that of Socrates,
or if it is something different. According to Amélie
Oksenberg Rorty (1980), Aristotle “stands the description
on its head: the akrates is not ignorant because he is misled by pleasure; rather, his being misled by pleasure is an
instance of, or sometimes the consequences of, a culpable ignorance” (Rorty 1980:268). This idea, namely that
Aristotle seems to reduce akrasia to ignorance, has been
quite influential in the literature. If akrasia is reduced to
some form of ignorance, then it seems like the acratic
agent does not act against his knowledge, but rather, becomes ignorant due to an emotional response. W. D Ross
(1962) sees this as a problem for Aristotle:
It says nothing of a moral struggle; the minor premise of the moral syllogism (and with it the conclusion “I ought to do this”) has never been present
or it has already been suppressed by appetite. But
Aristotle elsewhere shows himself alive to the existence of a moral struggle, a conflict between rational wish and appetite, in which the agent has actual knowledge of the wrongness of the particular
act he does … What is missing in his formal theory
[as presented in the text we have been considering]
is the recognition that incontinence is due not to
failure of knowledge, but to weakness of will. (Ross
1962: 217-18)
I agree with both Rorty and Ross that Aristotle’s account
of akrasia is somewhat unfulfilling, at least the account
given in Book XII 3. This does not mean, however, that
it is wrong. Scholars often refer to the sort of akrasia that
cannot be reduced to ignorance as “clear-eyed akrasia,”
understood by Gavin Lawrence (1988) as the following
question: “[C]an an agent uncloudedly accept that it is
best for him to do a and believe himself able (and free) to
do so but nevertheless intentionally do some other action
b?” (Lawrence 1988:1). This form of akrasia does not seem
to be compatible with the account we found in VII 3, at
least not on my reading. The narrative I constructed in
this paper is that of a person who generally knows what is
good and bad in life being misled into ignorance because
of some emotional response. Thus, they do lack access to
the knowledge they usually have, in the moment of action.
This claim is also supported by Rorty, who says that: “The
akrates, however, does have the right ends: he really has a
general knowledge of what is good and does not merely
know the formulae that express such knowledge. Indeed,
he may have the same general opinions as the phronimos”
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(Rorty 1980:271). If this is the case, then it seems like
clear-eyed akrasia is not possible for Aristotle, in the strict
sense. However, this paper has so far focused explicitly on
VII 3, and this is only a fraction of what Aristotle has to
say about akrasia, pleasure, action, etc. Some scholars look
elsewhere in order to find room for clear-eyed akrasia in
Aristotle. I will now consider one particularly interesting
attempt at doing this.
4. Devin Henry on Genuine Akrasia in Aristotle
In the paper “Aristotle on Pleasure and the Worst Form
of Akrasia”, David Henry argues that the solution offered
in Book VII 3 is incomplete, as it is only able to account
for instances of what he refers to as “drunk-akrasia,” i.e.
lacking access to the knowledge at the time of the action.
According to Henry, this does not amount to genuine
akrasia (understood as clear-eyed akrasia), which explains
why Aristotle claims that Socrates is, to some extent, right
after all. The reason why is that it can be reduced to a form
of ignorance, and thus it is not clear eyed. The acratic person is suffering from some form of epistemic deficiency,
as he is not able to make the correct practical inference
needed to act in the right way in a particular circumstance.
However, he still believes that Aristotle provides an account of genuine akrasia. To find support for this interpretation, Henry looks to passages outside of VII 3, mainly in
Book X of EN, and in the Eudemian Ethics (EE). First of
all, Henry argues that Aristotle does distinguish between
drunk-akrasia and clear-eyed akrasia. Although Aristotle
never refers to this distinction explicitly, Henry claims he
mentions it implicitly several times. A good example, he
claims, is the following passage from EE: “The acratic man
is pleased at securing through his akratic behavior the object of his desire, but he has the pain of expectation, thinking that what he is doing is wrong” (1224b16-17, emphasis added). This passage seems to conflict with the model
of akrasia we saw in VII 3, where clear-eyed akrasia seemed
impossible. But it does indicate that Aristotle believes this
form of akrasia occurs.
Now that he has some evidence for claiming that
Aristotle believes in the possibility of clear-eyed akrasia,
Henry wants to discover an argument for clear-eyed akrasia within Aristotle. He argues that in order to understand
it, we must first look closer at Aristotle’s account of the
enkrates. According to Aristotle, the source of strength
from which the enkratic person is able to restrain himself
from doing the wrong thing, is her experience with the
proper pleasure of temperance (EE:1224b15-16). If this
is true, Henry believes that the opposite needs to be true
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of the akratic person: “the source of the genuinely acratic
man’s inability to restrain his appetite should be the lack
of an opposing desire for those same pleasures” (Henry
2002:265). This, in turn, explains how genuine akrasia is
possible:
The genuinely akratic man knows that temperance
is the best course of action in the present case, he
just hasn’t learned how to enjoy it. Yet, this is not
an intellectual error, it is not the result of ignorance, for there is no further piece of knowledge that
he can acquire that will allow him to see temperance as a pleasurable activity. (Henry 2002: 266)
According to Henry, it is the agent’s lack of sound emotional evaluation of a situation that determines his mistake,
not his lack of knowledge. She knows that cheating on her
husband is wrong, actively reflects on it, and even makes
the practical inference that she shouldn’t do it. But she still
does it. Henry claims that Aristotle would understand this
on the basis that she hasn’t learned that not cheating is enjoyable, in its own right. Thus, he has found an interesting
theory of clear-eyed akrasia that is not reduced to ignorance, within Aristotle’s ethics. If you lack the desire for
the right pleasures, knowledge won’t be enough for you to
act in the right way: Henry cites the following passage to
support his interpretation: “[T]o the acratic man, knowledge brings no profit; but for those who desire and act
in accordance with a rational principle, knowledge about
such matter will be of great benefit” (EN:1095a9). Thus,
while the acratic man has the right knowledge, it is useless,
as he also needs the right desire in order to profit from
what he knows.
Although this is a very interesting project, I ultimately disagree with Henry’s interpretation. First of all, as I
have argued in the previous section, I do not believe that
Aristotle allows for the possibility of clear-eyed akrasia.
One of the major reasons for this is the fact that he states
that Socrates was right, which I understood as the following claim: no person with active knowledge of the universal and the particular premise of a certain situation will
ever act against this knowledge. What Aristotle is doing
in his ethical works, is to re-describe the phenomenon, so
that the acratic agent does have some knowledge, but not
complete knowledge. In the introduction to this paper, I
also briefly mentioned that Aristotle holds that the virtues
of character are united by the intellectual virtue of phronesis. This means that you cannot have phronesis unless
you also have the virtues of character. For Aristotle, this
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implies that you cannot be akratic and possess phronesis
simultaneously, as it is not “possible for the same person
to be at once practically-wise and lacking in self-control,
since it has been shown that a person is at once practically wise and excellent in character” (1152a). This, in
turn, might also support the fact that Aristotle agrees with
Socrates; clear-eyed akrasia is not possible.
Now, would a person with phronesis cheat on her husband? The obvious answer is no, she would not. However,
while the phronimos is perhaps the most clear-eyed of all
people, she is perhaps not the only person capable of cleareyed action. I still hold that this person, in order to count
as clear-eyed, would require both universal and particular
knowledge in the moment of action. And I hope this paper has been able to demonstrate that this is not compatible with Aristotle major account of akrasia.
5. Concluding Remarks
We have seen that Aristotle created an account of knowledge where one can both know and not know at the same
time. By distinguishing between having knowledge without using it and actively using it on the one hand, and
between perceptual knowledge of particulars and knowledge of universals on the other, he seems to make room
for akrasia. However, I have argued that these distinctions,
and Aristotle’s general account of akrasia in VII 3, are not
able to account for what we referred to as clear-eyed akrasia. Furthermore, I claimed that this is where Aristotle and
Socrates agree. This has led scholars to look elsewhere in
order to find an account of clear-eyed akrasia, and this
paper considered one interesting attempt at this. However,
while Henry did provide some evidence that seem to indicate such an account, I argued that this was problematic.
On my reading, Aristotle is bound to the Socratic thesis
that no person with clear and unqualified knowledge of
what is good will ever act against this knowledge.
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NOTES
All translations of Plato in this paper will be from Lombardo, S. and
Bell, K. (1997 edition).
2
This term is often transla.ted as “weakness of will”, “incontinence”
or “lack of self-control”, but it is generally agreed that none of these
translations truly capture the Greek term. I will thus consistently use
“akrasia” throughout the paper.
3
According to Rorty, this is a pressing question for Aristotle: “Once
Aristotle has tied virtue to phronesis, he must face the question whether
he is committed to a version of the Socratic position: that wrongdoing
involves ignorance of what is good” (Rorty 1980:267).
4
This is, of course, an oversimplification of a much debated passage.
However, it is beyond the scope of this paper to give an overview of the
different interpretations.
5
All translations of Aristotle in this paper will be from C.D.C Reeve
(2014 edition)
6
According to Aristotl.e, these terms are best defined by giving some
examples: “What we mean can be plainly seen in the particular cases by
induction; we need not seek a definition for every term, but must comprehend the analogy: that as that which is actually building is to that
which is capable of building, so is that which is awake to that which is
asleep; and that which is awake to that which is asleep; and that which
is seeing to that which has the eyes shut, but has the power of sight; and
that which is differentiated out of matter to the matter; and the finishes
article to the raw material. Let actuality be defined by one member of
this antithesis, and the potential by the other” (1048b).
7
For the former line of interpretation, see for example Henry (2002).
For the latter, see Mele (1985).
1
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